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EDITORIAL OF SORTS
The rankings season has started! I recall the
comment at a Forum earlier this year “Only VC’s
and the media take notice of rankings”. So true,
but a number of us become ‘targets’ at this time
of year in responding to the (inevitably
predictable) questions from higher up. From a
sector point of view, it’s a great achievement
that Australia has 19 institutions in the 2012
ARWU Top 500 and New Zealand did
fantastically well with 5 institutions there.
We both punch well above our size on the
international scene. Yet how much notice should
we really take? There’s increasingly critique of
rankings and a few articles have been included
in this edition.
Thanks to those who submitted items for this
newsletter (even if I did have to give a nudge to
some). It’s very much appreciated.
You will see that there’s an opening for an editor
to step into my shoes. Happy to chat with
anyone who is interested in the role.
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Opening for AAIR
Newsletter Editor
AAIR is seeking an Editor for the Association’s
bi-monthly Newsletter. The current Editor,
Wendy Marchment, will step down at the end of
2012 after two years in the role. It is hoped that
a new Editor could commence early in 2013.
Whilst a volunteer role, benefits include having a
broader profile in the sector, obtaining/improving
editing and layout skills, potential flow-on to/from
your own work through various research that’s
undertaken and free registration to AAIR events.
The incoming Editor is welcome to take the
Newsletter in new directions – to put a personal
stamp on the Newsletter. The key for AAIR is
that the content keeps our members informed
and is of interest to our broad readership which
now numbers around 600.
We are open to your ideas and happy to discuss
how AAIR can best support the incoming Editor
in the role.
If you are interested in the Editor’s role, please
contact by email or phone either:
Dave Marr – AAIR Vice-President
dmarr@aapt.net.au
Phone: 02 4388 3992
or
Dean Ward – AAIR Secretary
d.ward@ecu.edu.au
Phone: 08 6304 2902.

Feedback, comments, suggestions and
contributions to the
Newsletter are, as always,
welcomed.
So, ...put your feet up,
read on and sample the
varied mix that follows.
EnjoyM.
Wendy Marchment
Editor
editor@aair.org.au
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PLACES TO GO – THINGS TO DO
For more events make sure you check out
http://aair.org.au/pages/events

If you have relevant events you would like
posted please email them to info@aair.org.au

Australasian Evaluation Society (AES) 2012
International Conference
27 to 31 August 2012
Adelaide
This year’s theme, Evaluation in a Changing
World, invites all those with an interest in
evaluation to think about the ways our world is
changing and therefore our work is – or could be
–changing. This theme provides an invitation to
highlight and examine new developments in
evaluation methodology and technologies. It
also invites the conference itself to trial some
innovative sessions, approaches, and
technologies.
Pre Conference Workshops will include 10 Full
Day and 6 half day workshops on a wide range
of stimulating evaluation topics.
The Final program is now available.
http://www.aes2012.com.au/

University Governance and Regulations
Forum
4 to 5 September 2012
Hotel Realm, Canberra
An Informa offering.
Details here

TAFE Directors Australia – 2012 National
Conference
6 to 7 September 2012
Hyatt Regency, Perth
The conference theme is ‘East meets West’.
As the conference blurb notes: ‘Delegates will
be challenged to explore issue of skills
development that not only reflect the developing
relationship between Australia and Asia but also
the changing relationships between our western
and eastern states.’
Conference website is here
AMSRS National Conference 2012
6 to 7 Sept 2012
Melbourne
The 40th National Conference of the Australian
Market and Social Research Society (AMSRS)
will have the theme ‘Looking Forward, Looking
Back’.
The panel discussion on Day One has the title
‘Looking forward. Market & social research. No
longer required?’
Interesting to note that all 8 of the keynote and
invited speakers are male.
http://www.amsrs.com.au/conference-information

ARMS 14th Annual National Conference
19 to 21 September 2012
Gold Coast, QLD
The Australasian Research Management
Society (ARMS) Conference this year has the
theme: 'Ride the Wave of Collaboration:
Industry, Institutions, Individuals'
Developing and sustaining collaborations and
partnerships are key factors in enhancing
research output and impact, broadening access
to world-class technologies and data resources
and facilitating opportunities to move further and
faster in the research enterprise. With the
advancing speed of communications, these
opportunities are evermore "location
independent" and with that bring various
challenges particularly in terms of processes,
values and expectations.
http://www.arms2012.org.au/index.php
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Australian International Education
Conference
2 to 5 October 2012
Melbourne
Theme: International Education in the Asian
Century
We are witnessing the advent of a new era, with
the 21st Century already dubbed “the Asian
Century”. The focus of global power and
influence is shifting. Relentless strategic,
political, economic and cultural changes mean
the Asian region is increasingly the focus and
the driver of momentous global realignments.
The Australian Government’s recently
commissioned White Paper “Australia in the
Asian Century” (the Henry Review) signals a
profound escalation in Australian thinking about
Asia through the recognition that Asian forces
are now so profound they will change where and
how Australians live and work. These forces will
also impact on other world regions.
AIEC 2012 will explore the role international
education, training and research will play in the
21st century. The emphasis will be on how
Australia, and other countries and regions, might
work together and in partnership with Asia to
help shape this “Asian Century”.

Strategy & Performance Forum 2012
9 October 2012
Manchester, UK
Most organisations have performance objectives
and measures, but they are often disconnected
from the process of strategy implementation and
review. This conference examines how to
implement good strategy, how performance
management systems - objectives, targets,
measures and incentives – are a means to
connect strategy with decisions and actions, and
how to engage staff in times of change.
Hear key insights from AstraZeneca, Pearson
International, BBC North, BAE Systems Plc,
Fujitsu, Scottish Government, Bupa, Cranfield
School of Business and more.
IBE is running pre-conference workshops which
are designed to be interactive and act as a point
of reference for the rest of the event. Workshop
topics include: Engaging and Leading through
Change; Maximising the effectiveness of HR
Data and Metrics; and How to Transfer Strategy
into Action.
http://www.i-b-e.co.uk/conference/

http://www.aiec.idp.com/home.aspx

Australasian Higher Education Evaluation
Forum (AHEEF) 2012
9 October 2012
CQUniversity, Rockhampton
The forum theme for 2012 is "Embedding an
internal evaluation culture". Embedding the
components of an effective evaluation system
and developing the culture to support this
provides the basis on which an institution can
meet the challenge of external assessment and
develop the internal capacity for undertaking
internal self-assessment. An internal evaluation
culture cannot be embedded from above, and
the participation of academics, administrators,
managers and practitioners is integral in cultural
change through sharing of good practice and
experiences.
The forum program is on the website.
http://www.cqu.edu.au/about-us/learning-andteaching/aheef-2012

Canadian Institutional Research and
Planning Association (CIRPA) 21st annual
Conference
21 to 23 October 2012
Montréal, Québec
The theme ‘Assessment and Accountability:
Back to the Future’ reflects issues of interest to
the public, governments, and institutions that
have persisted across time, and that are very
much in today’s headlines. CIRPA encourages
submissions that address conceptual,
methodological, and practical challenges and
opportunities in the way colleges and
universities assess their performance and
account for the fulfilment of their missions.
http://www.cirpa-acpri.ca/
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Conference: AQFs 5 & 6: Debating the future
of mid-level qualifications in Australia
25 to 26 October 2012
RMIT University, Melbourne
The future of diplomas and advanced diplomas
is uncertain, while associate degrees are gaining
in prominence. This two-day conference will
debate and discuss the future of these mid-level
qualifications in Australia. It will consider the role
they play in preparation for work, as a transition
to higher qualifications and in widening access
to higher-level qualifications.
Conference keynote speakers
* Robin Shreeve (CEO, Skills Australia);
* Tom Karmel (Managing Director, NCVER);
* Gareth Parry (Professor of Education,
University of Sheffield, UK); and
* Leesa Wheelahan (LH Martin Institute)
Go here

National Student Engagement Conference
29 to 31 October 2012
Melbourne
ACER and the LH Martin Institute are co-hosting
the 2012 National Student Engagement
Conference, on the topic ‘Enhancing retention
and outcomes in a competitive environment’.
The conference will bring together stakeholders
from across the sector to discuss how Australian
tertiary education can assure and enhance
students’ engagement in effective educational
practices to boost quality and productivity:
•policies which best advance quality in tertiary
education,
•how to measure and manage academic risk,
•how academics can use technology to foster
innovative engagements,
•aspects of the student experience that could be
publicly reported, and
•how student engagement drives reform.
Authoritative, imaginative and research informed
discussion of these issues is vital for leading and
managing opportunities for educational success.
http://www.acer.edu.au/highereducation/coursesand-conferences/
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Ireland International Conference on
Education (IICE)
29 to 31 October 2012
Dublin, Ireland
The Ireland International Conference on
Education (IICE) will be held from 29th to 31st of
October, 2012 in Dublin. The IICE is an
international refereed conference dedicated to
the advancement of the theory and practices in
education. The IICE promotes collaborative
excellence between academicians and
professionals from Education.
The aim of IICE is to provide an opportunity for
academicians and professionals from various
educational fields with cross-disciplinary
interests to bridge the knowledge gap, promote
research esteem and the evolution of pedagogy.
The IICE-2012 invites research papers that
encompass conceptual analysis, design
implementation and performance evaluation.
http://www.iicedu.org/

SEAAIR 2012 Conference
6 to 8 November 2012
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
In the 21st century, higher education has
evolved from a detached learning institution to
an ARE (Academia-Research-Entrepreneurial)
eco-system. The ARE eco-system is formed
from an erudite nucleus infused with local and
international research paradigm supported by
enterprising intellects thus impacting
stakeholders in various ways particularly in
developing a world-class intellectual
environment. This year 12th SEAAIR conference
theme: - “Culturalizing World-Class Higher
Education in ASEAN” examines internalized
exceptional and accomplished elements which
have provided excellence within the ARE ecosystem towards creating global academic
excellence.
Deadline for papers/abstracts 12 July 2012
http://www.seaairweb.info/
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ascilite 2012
25 to 28 November 2012
Wellington, New Zealand
Education is facing a number of significant
challenges. Recent waves of global uncertainty
coupled with local crisis & government reforms
are reshaping the tertiary education landscape.
In the backdrop of these challenges new digital
technology is enabling new models of teaching
and learning. Yet, serious questions remain over
the sustainability of these new models and the
claims about the potential of new technology,
especially in the face of deeper challenges.
The aim of the 2012 ascilite conference is to
explore some of these challenges and to better
understand the complexity of sustainability in its
widest sense. The basic premise is that what
happened in the past is no longer a reliable
guide to the future.
http://www.ascilite2012.org/home

Inaugural SoLAR Southern Flare Conference
28 to 29 November 2012
Sydney
This is a satellite event of the International
Conference on Learning Analytics & Knowledge;
the premier research forum, providing common
ground for academics, administrators, software
developers and companies to shape and debate
the state of the art.
Call for papers is open.
Details here
Australasian Applied Statistics Conference
2012 (GenStat & ASReml)
3 to 7 December 2012
Queenstown, NZ
Previously known as the GenStat Conference,
these meetings have traditionally attracted
delegates from a large proportion of the
biometrical community. They provide the
opportunity for exchange of ideas in all areas of
biometrics as well as encouraging networking
and collaboration.

26th Annual Australian and New Zealand
Academy of Management Conference 2012
5 to 7 December 2012
Perth
The 2012 ANZAM Conference theme ‘Managing
for Volatility and Stability’ complements the
range of more traditional streams and the
preceding ANZAM Doctoral Workshop to ensure
a comprehensive and versatile Conference that
allows you to share research, rekindle existing
networks, establish new links and contribute to
challenging conversations in a collegial
environment.
http://www.anzam.org/

Going Global
4 to 6 March 2013
Dubai
Going Global is a series of international
educational conferences hosted by the British
Council, offering an open forum for policy
makers and practitioners from around the world
to discuss issues facing the international
education community. Since its inception in
2004, Going Global has grown from a bi-annual
event in the UK to an annual event travelling the
globe.
Deadline for Proposals: 17 September 2012
http://ihe.britishcouncil.org/going-global
Retention 2013
21 to 23 March 2013
Orlando, Florida
Call for Presentations due 15 October 2012
http://www.educationalpolicy.org/events/2013/R13/ca
llforproposals.html

AIR Forum 2013
18 to 22 May 2013
Long Beach, California
Watch this space. Call for proposals should be
up there soon.
http://forum.airweb.org/2013/

http://www.aasc2012.com/
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Forum Program out now!
Please visit the website to download the program
http://conference.aair.org.au/2012/forum-program/

Thank you to all authors who submitted an abstract
Early Bird registration rates close on 31 August
Register now and save over $100 on full registrations
Early Bird Registration Rates

Fee

Member full registration

$980

Non Member full registration

$1115

Member day registration

$380

Non Member day registration

$435

Full Registrations include AAIR membership for 2013!

REGISTER NOW
Spotlight on
Keynote Speakers
Michael Beaton-Wells
Full-Time Commissioner
TEQSA

Read More >>

Dr Ian Tho
Executive Director, Regulatory
Risk & Information group
TEQSA

Accommodation
Book in to Crowne Plaza Terrigal to secure a room; book when you
register online or contact the forum organisers.
Bus Transfers
Available from Sydney Airport or Hornsby Station - Sydney to Crowne
Plaza, Terrigal, one way or return. Book your seat when registering
online.

Read More >>

Dr Victor Borden
Thanks to our major sponsor

Professor of Educational
Leadership and Policy Studies
and Senior Advisor
Indiana University
Bloomington, US

For further information please contact the Forum Organisers
Leishman Associates +61 3 6234 7844
victoria@leishman-associates.com.au

www.conference.aair.org.au/2012/
Read More >>
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AAIR SIG Forum Wrap Up
The AAIR SIG Forum hosted by RMIT and VU in
July was a success. Approximately 100 people
attended across the two days.
There was plenty to choose from with Business
Intelligence and Load Modelling streams.
Sponsors were appreciated and whetted our
appetite for more with some really good
presentations/demos, often done jointly with a
university partner. There were 5 sponsors other
than AAIR. So a big thank you to ALTIS,
INTECH, ORACLE, Tableau, and Certus.
The 2 free registrations for SIG 2013 were won
by Garth Waring and Sam Angove, from ANU.
Some of us recovered sufficiently from the DJ
saying he had no 80s music to still get on the
dance floor, whilst on the dinner cruise. ;-)
Some photos from the SIG as follows:

AIR Forum 2012 Wrap-Up (1)
from the 2011 AAIR Forum
Best Paper Recipient
By David Carroll, Senior Research Associate
Graduate Careers Australia

I recently attended the 52nd Annual AIR Forum in
New Orleans, and what a Forum it was! Nearly
two thousand delegates from around the world
converged on The Crescent City to benefit from
each other’s knowledge, experience and insight.
The more than 400 concurrent sessions
addressed a range of topics familiar to all
institutional researchers, such as response rates
and data quality, and the presentation of data
and metrics. Sessions on the core business of
higher education – student learning, assessment
and experience – also dominated the agenda.
The Forum concluded with an insightful and
thought-provoking keynote presentation by Dr
Patrick Terenzini from Penn State University,
who spoke on the kinds of organisational
intelligence needed by institutional research
professionals, both now and in the future. It was
a fitting end to a Forum that sought to define
what is meant by Institutional Research.
I hope that my own Forum presentation
contributed in some small way to this important
discussion.

Above: Mark Lane, RMIT (Co-host) Below: delegates

David Carroll at the 2012 AIR Forum

Above: Liesha, Mark and Steve
AAIR e-Newsletter – August -September 2012

Above: Part of the SIG Forum organisation team
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AIR 2012 Forum Wrap-Up (2)
Perspective from Lachlan Murdoch,
ANU
The annual AIR forum held in New Orleans in
June this year was the largest on record, and
despite almost 2,000 delegates spilling across
four or more floors of meeting rooms it all ran
very smoothly. The program comprised a
number of pre-conference SIGS and workshops
held on the weekend, and then around 400
parallel sessions plus 50 vendors vying for
attention over Monday to Wednesday.
The range of attendees reflected the diversity of
the US higher education sector, from a seeming
multitude of very small, single focus institutions
rubbing shoulders with the larger prestigious
private universities, the big state universities and
the wide range of institutions representing the
state comprehensive systems. It was just a little
reminder of what diversity in the higher
education sector can REALLY look like.
Naturally with so many parallel sessions it was
difficult to choose what to attend. As you would
expect student life featured highly as the central
theme - the word cloud below comprises the 75
most commonly used words in session titles:

The parallel session tracks reflected the core of
US Institutional Research Office accountabilities:
Analysis, Assessment (quality assurance),
Collaboration, Resources, Students, and
Technology.
Some recurring themes, admittedly from the
very biased sample of sessions I attended,
were:
Surveys – achieving adequate response rates is
clearly a real issue everywhere and quite a
number of presentations attempted to
understand this problem further.
AAIR e-Newsletter – August -September 2012

One small study confirmed what we already
surmise – that students aren’t participating when
they don’t see their contribution actually making
a difference. Another demonstrated that on-line
response rates were higher when all
respondents received a small incentive rather
than offering a lottery incentive – well, maybe.
Data definitions in reporting – IR offices are
taking charge of the data definitions agenda.
Student success and persistence – identifying
students at risk, and predicting modelling based
on student cohort characteristics.
Dashboards, performance metrics and
reporting – particularly in relation to
assessment, regulation (particularly State based
reporting requirements), internal business
process, and strategic planning
operationalisation and measurement.
How IR Offices can add value rather than
straight number-crunching – moving on from
the “fact book” approach, which still seems to be
a predominant function of IR Offices.
Over 50 vendors demonstrated their services or
products, providing a good barometer of what is
happening in the sector around IR. In roughly
descending order these vendors comprised:
Reporting solutions and dashboards (many),
student survey software (also many), student
success/management systems, institutional
effectiveness, strategic planning software, noncommercial information sharing (e.g. IPEDS),
rankings (QS and US-based).
At this conference, and over the next two years,
AIR will be focussing on the theme of defining
IR, which was borne out of the frustrations that
Institutional Researchers in the US have in
defining “what we do”, and the consequent
impact on demonstrating value in an
organisation. I wonder if we have the same
issue in Australia where the IR tag is less
identified as a standalone function, but instead
more aligned with planning and quality and
increasingly with performance measurement –
or do we also have an identity problem?
All in all, a very rewarding conference for both
information gathering and networking.
And finally, did you know that that the Port of
South Louisiana, stretching along the Mississippi
from New Orleans, is the largest port by volume
in the US? (Note data impeccably sourced from
our AAIR Best Paper author and presenter at
AIR). With the city also hosting the largest forum
on record of AIRies there may be some sort of
relationship between big data and bulk goodsM.
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NEWSLETTER NOTES

1. Research in Higher Education (RIHE):
AIR Forum Issue Volume 53, # 5,
August 2012
RIHE is the official peer-reviewed academic
journal of AIR. Articles in this issue are:
• Institutional Characteristics and College
Student Dropout Risks: A Multilevel Event
History Analysis by Rong Chen*
• The College Application Gauntlet: A
Systematic Analysis of the Steps to FourYear College Enrollment by Daniel Klasik
• The Mediating Effects of Student
Engagement on the Relationships Between
Academic Disciplines and Learning
Outcomes: An Extension of Holland’s
Theory by Gary R. Pike*, John C. Smart*
and Corinna A. Ethington
• Nonresponse and Online Student
Evaluations of Teaching: Understanding the
Influence of Salience, Fatigue, and
Academic Environments by Meredith J. D.
Adams* and Paul D. Umbach*

2. New Directions for Institutional Research
Volume 2012, Issue 154
AIR’s most recent edition of New Directions for
Institutional Research is devoted to Multilevel
Modelling Techniques and Applications in
Institutional Research.
The editors concisely state that –
“Technical and analytical tools are increasing at
a rapid pace, and a better understanding of
them allows the IR practitioner to conduct
research and shape institutional policy using
cutting-edge technologies and methodologies.”
With many Australasian Universities beginning
to considering such tools and their application,
this edition provide practical examples
demonstrating the “start of the art”.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ir.v2012.15
4/issuetoc

http://www.springerlink.com/content/0361-0365/53/4/

Volume 53, Number 4/June 2012
• The Earnings Benefits of Majoring in STEM
Fields Among High Achieving Minority
Students by Tatiana Melguizo and Gregory
C. Wolniak*
• What’s Past is Prologue: How Precollege
Exposure to Racial Diversity Shapes the
Impact of College Interracial Interactions by
Nicholas A. Bowman* and Nida Denson*
• The Privilege of Ease: Social Class and
Campus Life at Highly Selective, Private
Universities by Nathan D. Martin
• Leaving College: A Gender Comparison in
Male and Female-Dominated Programs by
Sabine Severiens and Geert ten Dam
• Student Evaluation of Instruction: In the
New Paradigm of Distance Education by Ou
Lydia Liu
http://www.springerlink.com/content/0361-0365/53/4/
* Denotes AIR member
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3. Gallagher’s take on the HE zeitgeist
This is the title of a Feature Article in The Scan.
In the last AAIR newsletter was a link to the
Criterion Institutional Performance conference
presentations, which contained Mike Gallagher’s
powerpoint. Much more relevant to read is the
speech he made.
The article begins “In what was at times an
excoriating survey of higher education in
Australia, G08 director Mike Gallagher
concludes ‘The Australian Government’s policy
and financing settings lack coherence and are
putting downward pressure on quality, and all
the new regulatory and performance
accountability mechanisms cannot compensate
for over‐scaling and under‐funding. Indeed they
may contribute to loss of diversity and
responsiveness and much inefficiency and
frustration.’
Scroll down to find the article and link to the
full speech at: http://the-scan.com/feature-articles/
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GCA Survey Manager Information
Forum Wrap-Up

4. University Experience Survey –
Check Your Inbox!
Ouch! or rather Yelp! It shows that apparently
this short ‘ad’ was not tested on its target
audience ie university students, before its
release.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS2D5eFh5x0&fe
ature=player_embedded

‘Selling the biggest student survey: it's a dog's
job’ is the title of an article by Stephen Matchett
in The Australian. Read it here.
UES Report
If you missed the full UES report in trying to
navigate the DEEWR website, it’s at:
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Policy/Pag
es/UniversityExperienceSurvey.aspx

The GCA Survey Manager Information
Forum saw about 70 representatives from
institutions, the Department of Innovation
(DIISTRE), Hobsons (publishers of the
Good Universities Guide) and TEQSA gather
together to hear about changes in the
Australian Graduate Survey (and at
Graduate Careers Australia). A key topic of
discussion was the proposed centralisation
of the AGS which came out of the Advancing
Quality in Higher Education (AQHE) initiative
by the Department of Innovation (in its
DEEWR incarnation).
The Information Forum, held at Rydges
Hotel on Exhibition Street in Melbourne in
late June, was a mix of presentations from
GCA staff, the Department of Innovation and
TEQSA and a careers service representative
concerning the AGS, and the use of AGS
data, with plenty of time for Q&A and
broader discussion about survey methods
and policy.
The coming AAIR Forum on NSW’s Central
Coast will be another opportunity for people
to get together to hear updates about AGS
changes and offer feedback.

5. Student retention and success: What
works?
The Paul Hamlyn Foundation has published a
report on approaches taken by universities and
colleges on how to improve student retention
and success.
The report is the culmination of a three-year
programme of work funded by HEFCE and the
Paul Hamlyn Foundation.
The ‘What works? Student retention and
success’ programme received £1 million
(£500,000 from HEFCE) to support seven
projects across the higher education system.
Each set out to evaluate a different approach to
supporting student retention and success.
The main finding is that a strong sense of
belonging is critical to retention and success
eg finding friends, feeling confident, supportive
peer relations, feeling a part of the course of
study and institution.
The full report and Executive summary are
available at:

Footnote: According to an anonymous
source apparently the food was very good
(especially the almond croissants). Shows
that GCA knows what’s really important at
seminars/conferences! Attendees will be
very forgiving of presenters but never forget
bad food. ;-)

http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/retention-and-success
AAIR e-Newsletter – August -September 2012
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7. UK Decreases in Applications

6. Graduate Winners: Assessing the public
and private benefits of higher education
Grattan Institute’s new report, Graduate
Winners: Assessing the public and private
benefits of higher education, finds that Federal
Government tuition subsidies are generally too
high, and benefit students more than the general
public. They will cost taxpayers around $7 billion
by the middle of this decade.
Graduates do well out of higher education. They
have attractive jobs, above-average pay and
status. They take interesting courses and enjoy
student life. Given these large benefits, and with
the HELP student loan scheme in place, most
subsidies are for courses that students would
take anyway.
Tuition subsidies therefore merely redistribute
income to students and graduates, at the
expense of the general public – particularly
those who do not go to university.
Graduate Winners proposes a new model for
setting the government’s contribution to the cost
of higher education. Government should only
subsidise tuition in the rare circumstances that
this leads to public benefits that would not
otherwise be created. In other fields,
governments do not usually subsidise public
benefits where there are private incentives to
create them anyway.
A carefully managed reduction in tuition
subsidies could yield savings of around $3 billion
by 2016-17. In virtually every degree, students
perceive – and they are generally right – that
they will be winners. Public money could be
better spent than in subsidizing them.
Download the report here
The report received plenty of media attention
with responses from various VCs and others in
the sector with generally a different view. One
from the Conversation is entitled HECS architect
says Grattan Institute fee proposal will be seen
as ‘unfair’.
Listen to Highlights of Graduate winners - public
losers? 13th Aug 2012 here
AAIR e-Newsletter – August -September 2012

The proposed increase in student fees by
Andrew Norton in the Grattan Institute report
needs to be balanced against other evidence,
including the UK where fees increased
substantially and applications have fallen.
The number of UK university applications
dropped by 8.7% from 2011 to 2012. However,
there was substantial variance by institution and
subject area. A substantial decrease (> 30%) in
applications occurred at a number of institutions,
which would lead one to wonder about their
viability going forward.
The detail is available here

Police struggle with students as they try to break into the
British Conservative Party Headquarters in London during
a demonstration against raising of caps on student tuition
fees in 2010. AAP

8. Creating university places is easy,
motivating students to take them is hard
An article by Tim Pitman looking at the target,
that by 2020 at least 20% of undergraduate
students be from low socio-economic status
(SES) backgrounds. It suggests that the
Government’s funding mix focus is on rewarding
results, not behaviour.
Read the article here
9. OECD PISA Profiles
The 2009 Programme for International Student
assessment (PISA) profiles by country/economy
contain key indicators based on the performance
in reading, mathematics and science of the 65
countries that took part in the 2009 PISA
assessment.
This display uses a statistics visualisation
application. You are able to select on a
Theme/Indicator and on countries/regions of
interest.
http://stats.oecd.org/PISA2009Profiles/#
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10. OECD employment outlook 2012

12. Y09 cohort — Overview

The OECD Employment Outlook provides an
annual assessment of labour market
developments and prospects in member
countries. Not surprisingly Australia shows up
very well, much lower than the OECD average
unemployment rate.

The Y09 cohort reports summarise the activities
of a group of young Australians who were aged
on average 15.7 years in 2009.
The content of the cohort reports focuses on the
areas of educational attainment, employment,
measures of engagement in study and work,
and social outcomes. The cohort reports present
a series of tables for each of the indicators.
Each series of tables is able to be filtered by a
range of demographic variables and can be
downloaded into Excel.
The Y09 cohort reports were released on 10
August 2012 and include data up to the 2011
surveys. Information about updates made to the
Y09 cohort reports can be found at Updates to
the cohort reports.

http://www.oecd.org/els/oecdemploymentoutlook201
1.htm

11. School completion: what we learn from
different measures of family background
This paper quantifies the impact of different
dimensions of socioeconomic disadvantage on
Year 12 completion by employing a comparative
analysis of one data set that has been used
extensively to study this issue – the Longitudinal
Surveys of Australian Youth (LSAY) – with
another less used data set in this area, the
Youth in Focus (YIF) survey. This survey
provides an additional set of disadvantage
measures that may be related to school
completion, including family income and welfare
receipt history, and provides an opportunity to
obtain a better understanding of differences in
school completion
Earlier Australian research has identified a
strong link between measures of parental
education or occupational status and Year 12
completion. This study has been able to include
a broader set of measures to capture the
multidimensional nature of disadvantage — its
cultural and material aspects — and its influence
on students’ performance. Poor school
experiences, participation in risky activities and
aspirations were revealed as the main predictors
of Year 12 completion, while, significantly in
contrast to earlier research, the size and
importance of the commonly used indicators
8 School completion: what we learn from
different measures of family background
of disadvantage associated with school
completion, notably, parental education and
occupational status, were lower. Although family
income had a positive impact on Year 12
completion, by comparison with these cultural
factors, its effect was found to be quite small.
http://www.lsay.edu.au/publications/2503.html

http://www.lsay.edu.au/cohort/2009/101.html

13. VET Students and courses 2011
This publication provides a snapshot of
Australia's publicly funded vocational education
and training (VET) sector for 2011. It presents
national information about students and
participation, courses and qualifications,
module/unit of competency enrolments, hours of
delivery and full-year training equivalents.
The publication received some attention at the
time, mainly due to the massive 15% increase in
Victorian VET students between 2010 and 2011.
For the rest of Australia, the increase was only
0.5%. The large increase was due to the
demand driven funding introduced by the
Victorian State Government and subsequent
large uptake by private providers.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/publications/2509.html

14. Completion and attrition rates for
apprentices and trainees 2011
This publication presents completion and
attrition rates for apprentices and trainees using
three different methodologies: contract
completion and attrition rates – based on the
outcomes of contracts of training; individual
completion rates – based on contract completion
rates and adjusted for recommencement factor;
and projected contract completion and attrition
rates for the latest commencing apprentice and
trainee cohorts – based on a 'life tables'
methodology.
http://www.ncver.edu.au/statistic/publications/2506.html
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RANKINGS – YOU CAN’T ESCAPE THEMM.

15. Harvard leads world, China gains ground
in 2012 ARWU ranking
‘For the tenth year in a row, Harvard retained its
top place in the 2012 Academic Ranking of
World Universities (ARWU) from the Center for
World-Class Universities at Shanghai Jiao Tong
University.
But the UK lost its second place behind the US
for the number of universities in the Top 500 to
China – if universities in Hong Kong and Taiwan
are included.’
Read the full article here

ii) QS 50 under 50
This time, QS compiled a rank that aims to
distinguish the world standing of newer
universities (i.e. newly established institutions or
those formed through mergers of pre-existing
institutions) from the sandstone or traditional
institutions. 10 Australian universities are listed
in this ranking. The starting point for QS is
universities that were established since 1962,
hence universities less than 50 years of age.
http://www.topuniversities.com/universityrankings/qs-top-50-under-50/

iii) QS Latin American University Rankings
This is the second year QS released this ranking
for an emerging region in more ways than one.
Details: http://www.topuniversities.com/universityrankings/latin-american-university-rankings/2012

For an overview of this ranking, The
Observatory on Borderless Higher Education
(OBHE) published this insight from one of
Australia’s Institutional Researchers, Angel
Calderon. Read it here

16. QS University rankings
QS gets the most out of its annual data
collection & collation of rankings. The latest
spin-offs are:
i) QS World Uni Rankings by subject
This ranking uses the same data for the World
University Rankings except it provides a rating
for 29 different subject areas.
View them here
Uni rankings get C for confused
This article adds a different perspective to the
QS subject rankings:
‘Australian National University is the 24th
best university in the world in media and
communications, according to the newest
league table, 2012 QS World University
Rankings by Subject. But ANU doesn’t offer
media and communications.
At the other end of the spectrum, James
Cook University does not appear in the top
200 universities in the world for either
biological or environmental sciences.
However, the university’s research hub in
those areas is generally acknowledged to be
the best in the world’
Read the full article here
AAIR e-Newsletter – August -September 2012

17. THE Top 100 under 50
Times Higher Education also published a
ranking of the top 100 universities under the age
of 50. The list uses the same 13 performance
indicators as the THE World University
Rankings, but with a reduced weighting for
subjective indicators of academic reputation. 14
Australian universities are listed in this ranking.
http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/story.asp?stor
ycode=419908

18. University rankings here to stay, but
should come with ‘health warnings’
An article from The Conversation which refers to
the growing criticism of rankings.
Read it here
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19. Power and responsibility – The growing
influence of global rankings
This blog article on the University World New
website adds to the expanding critique and
cautionary tale in respect of world rankings.
Read it here
20. Rankings – ‘Multi-dimensional’, ‘userdriven’ are the magic words
Another article from World University Wews
which includes this excerpt:
“One of the major mistakes of rankings is the
use of a ‘composite indicator’. A more or less
broad variety of indicators is weighted and
aggregated into an overall score for the whole
university. One number is thus intended to
measure the complex performance of a
university!”
Article is here

21. U-Multirank: a multi-dimensional global
university ranking

23. Australian Demographic Statistics, 2011
After each Census, the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) uses the new information
obtained to rebase the estimated resident
population (ERP) of Australia and its States and
Territories. In this issue, the ABS has used the
2011 Census of Population and Housing (2011
Census) to produce preliminary rebased
estimates of the resident population.
Over the last five years (2006-2011), all states
and territories experienced population growth.
Western Australia experienced the fastest
growth by far, increasing 14.2%. This was
followed by the Australian Capital Territory
(10.1%), the Northern Territory (9.8%),
Queensland (9.4%), Victoria (8.0%), New South
Wales (5.8%), South Australia (4.5%) and then
Tasmania with the smallest growth (4.3%).
Download tables here

U-Multirank is a new international transparency
tool which is multi-dimensional, multi-level and
user-driven.
http://www.u-multirank.eu/

24. Census 2011 – First Release Data
22. Global Publishing Report: Changes in
Submission Trends and the impact on
Scholarly Publishers
This is a Thomson Reuters report.
“One of the most apparent trends, and one that’s
currently seen at all stages of the research and
publishing workflow, is the significant increase in
research output from emerging regions.
Managing this increase in submissions and, the
focus on delivering truly global content while
maintaining rigorous peer review practices
present challenges and opportunities for
publishers, along with questions that merit
further examination.”
Download the report here

The first results from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics’ (ABS) 2011 Census of Population and
Housing were released on 21 June 2012.
First release’ Census 2011 data includes a
wealth of statistics about Australia’s population
such as country of birth, language spoken at
home, education, family and household
structure, income levels, housing costs and even
volunteering in the community.
http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/h
ome/census?opendocument&navpos=10

The ABS Community Profiles provides a
comprehensive statistical picture of an area in
Excel format, providing characteristics relating to
people, families and dwellings. These can be
found at:
http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/censushome.nsf/h
ome/communityprofiles?opendocument&navpos=230
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Illustration by Randy Lyhus for The Chronicle

25. The Shape of Things to Come: Global
Trends & Emerging Opportunities to 2022
The Shape of Things to Come: Global Trends
and Emerging Opportunities to 2022 notes that
the global education market is shifting away
from the "Western concept" of recruiting
students from countries with still-developing
university systems.
The report recommends that universities set up
more overseas branch campuses and work to
forge research partnerships with institutions
elsewhere in order to capitalise on tertiary
education markets.
The report predicts Australia will lead growth in
enrolments by international students to 2020. It
estimates an extra 50,000 foreigners will seek to
study in Australia over that time, representing
higher growth than in the US and UK. However,
student mobility within Asia and the Middle East
is set to increase too, and higher education
systems in China, Singapore, Malaysia and
some of the Persian Gulf states may start to
displace traditional destinations, it says.
Speaking at a forum following the release of the
report, British Council head of research and
senior education adviser Janet Ilieva said the
study found that by 2020, a small number of
countries will account for 75 per cent of the
world's tertiary education population, which are
those aged 18 to 22: India, China, Pakistan, the
US, Indonesia, Nigeria, Brazil, Ethiopia, Egypt,
Bangladesh, the Philippines, Mexico and
Vietnam.
Significant declines in tertiary education
participation rates, as a result of demographic
change, were expected in China, Russia,
Germany and South Korea, she said. "The
growth over the past decade has been between
5 and 6 per cent, however, this will slow down to
an average of 1.4 a year in the decade to
come."
As a result, there would be "very low" growth in
the number of students seeking to study outside
their home country.

26. College Degrees,
Designed by the Numbers
This article in the Chronicle of higher Education
focuses on some of the uses of ‘student
monitoring’ data at Arizona State University
including informing student’s choice of subjects.
“The new breed of software can predict how well
students will do before they even set foot in the
classroom”. They have a Facebook app that
mines profiles to suggest friends to students!
Read it here
27. The era for big data
Institutional Researchers will find interesting this
article published by McKinsey in the ever
increasing use for data. The hunger for timely
data is increasing and this represent a
significant challenge for institutions as the
expectations are that the data is somewhat
readily available and often it is misunderstood
how much it occurs behind the scenes. This is
an article that is worthwhile reading:
https://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/Are_you_ready_f
or_the_era_of_big_data_2864

28. Discipline Standards in Australia
This site summarises the work of the Discipline
Scholars and others on discipline standards in
Australia with a specific focus on setting and
assessing learning standards. While it primarily
refers to work funded by the former Australian
Learning and Teaching Council (now replaced
by the Office for Learning and Teaching), it
includes work funded by others as well. Key
publications are available below together with
contact details for each disciplinary group. The
site is a work in progress and will be updated as
other relevant initiatives come to light.
http://disciplinestandards.pbworks.com/w/page/5265
7697/FrontPage

29. MOOCs: neither the death of the
university nor a panacea for learning
Read it here

http://ihe.britishcouncil.org/educationintelligence/shap
e-of-things-to-come
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FOR THE PODDIES, VODDIES AND BLOGGIES
1. Going Global 2012 - The shape of things
to come: global trends and emerging
opportunities to 2022

30. The Problem of Data
This is an e-book by Lori Jahnke and Andrew
Asher Spencer D. C. Keralis with an introduction
by Charles Henry.
Jahnke and Asher explore workflows and
methodologies at a variety of academic data
curation sites, and Keralis delves into the
academic milieu of library and information
schools that offer instruction in data curation.
Their conclusions point to the urgent need for a
reliable and increasingly sophisticated
professional cohort to support data-intensive
research in our colleges, universities, and
research centres.
http://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub154

31. Four out of 10 graduates worldwide from
China and India by 2020
The stats are mind boggling!
http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story
=20120711190958308

POSITIONS VACANT
Check out the Opportunities page on the AAIR
website http://www.aair.org.au/pages/opportunities
If you know of any relevant jobs and would like
AAIR to advertise them, please email the text to
info@aair.org.au

Over the next five to ten years, which will be the
countries with fastest growing higher education
systems? Which countries will have
environments rich in opportunities for student
mobility; for cross-border education provision;
and for collaborative research? The new
research from the British Council begins to
provide answers to these questions. It reveals
the new big emerging markets for international
students, along with those countries that will be
most open for international collaboration in
teaching and research. Earlier British Council
studies found that the number of students
seeking to study overseas depends heavily on
family income and the number of students
enrolled in domestic higher education. It now
depends more on trade links, cost of living and
tuition, and exchange rates between the
respective countries. The Global Education
Opportunities Index maps the economic growth
projections and demographic indicators across
countries, along with global trade links, to
highlight the areas where most opportunities will
emerge for international collaboration and
student mobility. Dr Janet Ilieva provides an
overview of the approach taken and the
research methodology, and presents the main
findings. The expert panel from UNESCO
Institute for Statistics and the OECD then debate
the relevance of the opportunities and the
implications of this research.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzNHSZVsDH0
All presentations at
http://www.policyreview.tv/conference/683.html

2. What Works? Student Retention &
Success
This Conference takes a research-informed
approach to answering the question ‘what works’
to improve student retention and success in
higher education. It presents the outcomes from
the three-year What Works? programme,
including the key findings, the conceptual model
and specific details and tools from the seven
projects. In addition, it showcases the best
evidence-informed approaches to what works
from across the UK HE sector and beyond
through peer-reviewed papers.
http://www.policyreview.tv/conference/704.html
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4. HERDSA Graduate Attributes Symposium
2012: Student Academic Freedom and
Critical thinking
This symposium was held in May 2012 and
recordings are available here
5. The New Science of Building Great
Teams: Analytics for Success

3. IQ2 Debate: Having a University Degree is
Grossly Overrated
The proposition in this IQ2 debate in Adelaide is
‘Having a university degree is grossly overrated’.
The parties agree that education does have the
potential to transform your life – but do we really
need a uni degree to achieve this? What does it
really deliver us?
This debate pulls together Annabel Crabb, ABC
Online politicial correspondent; Peter Shergold,
currently Chancellor of the University of Western
Sydney and formerly head of the Prime
Minister’s department, under John Howard; and
Lyn Arnold, now CEO of Anglicare, South
Australia and formerly South Australian Premier.
They’re all three arguing for the affirmative.
Arguing against the proposition is Professor
David Finegold, from Rutgers University in New
Jersey; Stephen Johnston, with the talent
management firm Korn/Ferry International, and
last in this lineup is Amanda Vanstone, former
federal Liberal Party Minister sand most recently
Australia’s ambassador to Italy.
This is a pretty good lineup – eloquent,
informed, highly opinionated and the exchanges
are fiery and funny.
The debate took place at the Adelaide Town Hall
and the moderator is Simon Longstaff.
http://www.abc.net.au/tv/bigideas/stories/2012/08/20/
3569339.htm

This is a Harvard Business review webinar.
It’s not What you say but Who, Where and How
you Say it.
1. Communication Pattern determines
performance
2. Performance can be improved by
shaping the communication pattern
3. Communication Exposure Determines
Behaviour
http://stream.krm.com/Mediasite5/Viewer/?peid=3ea8
8bc3154e493eb9a89bb2a00e937c

ABC News

6. Vice-chancellor flees uni mob via
underground tunnels
Student protests have been happening at
La Trobe University with recently announced
cuts to the Arts and Humanities. It’s not often
that you hear of a VC fleeing a mob via
underground tunnels. It seems that student
activism is back as said one Twitter user.
The ABC news item can be viewed here

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
For more opportunities make sure you check out
http://www.aair.org.au/pages/training-development

Statistics One
An on-line offering from Coursera –Statistics
One , designed to be a friendly introduction to
very simple, very basic, fundamental concepts in
statistics. It provides an introduction to the R
programming language.
The instructor Professor Andrew Conway is a
Senior Lecturer in the Department of Psychology
at Princeton University.
https://www.coursera.org/#course/stats1
AAIR e-Newsletter – August -September 2012
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Integrated R Workshop
26 to 28 September 2012
Melbourne
Three back-to-back one day workshops are
being offered designed to introduce the R
statistical programming language. You can
choose any combination of the 3 workshops.
http://www.scc.ms.unimelb.edu.au/irw.html

Intro to Statistics (st101)
Making Decisions Based on Data
This is one of the classes offered by Udacity.
The Class Summary says “Statistics is about
extracting meaning from data. In this class, we
will introduce techniques for visualizing
relationships in data and systematic techniques
for understanding the relationships using
mathematics”.
http://www.udacity.com/overview/Course/st101/Cours
eRev/1

Introducing eLAMP
The L H Martin Institute and ATEM have
developed an on-line professional development
program ieEmerging Leaders and Managers
Program (eLAMP), whose content is offered free
to ATEM members.
Available from September 2012, the four
module, online program will comprise:
Module 1: Managing & Developing Yourself
Module 2: Managing & Developing Others
Module 3: Managing & Developing the Business
Module 4: Understanding the Tertiary Education
Landscape
The eLAMP participants will also have the
opportunity to articulate into a Graduate
Certificate in Tertiary Education Management
from the University of Melbourne after
successfully completing the reflective practice
exercises, online multiple choice exams,
facilitated workshops and a capstone
assignment.
For more information on eLamp, go here.
Design and Analysis of Surveys
20 to 25 September 2012
Melbourne
This 4 day course is offered by the Statistical
Consulting Centre at the University of
Melbourne. The four days are deliberately
arranged so that there is a weekend break
during the course. The course covers the
principles and practice of designing surveys, and
the analysis of data from them.
http://www.scc.ms.unimelb.edu.au/das.html
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Statistics for Research Workers (SPSS)
6 days: 7 - 14 November 2012
Melbourne
This very popular course gives a basic
understanding of statistical ideas and methods
involved in carrying out research. Statistical
topics covered will include estimation,
hypothesis testing, regression and inference
based on the normal distribution. This is a six
day course, and the timetable is deliberately
arranged so that there is a weekend break
during the course.
http://www.scc.ms.unimelb.edu.au/srw.html

Visual Business Intelligence Workshop with
Stephen Few
14 to 16 November 2012, Sydney
19 to 21 November 2012, Melbourne
Altis Consulting
We are often overwhelmed by information, not
because there is too much, but because we
don’t know how to tame it.
Computers speed the process of information
handling, but they don’t tell us what the
information means or how to communicate its
meaning to decision makers. These skills are
not intuitive; they rely largely on analysis and
presentation skills that must be learned.
Stephen’s insights and material on effective
analysis and presentation are based upon the
research completed for his three books.
For further details and to register, go here for
Sydney and here for Melbourne.
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Leading Effective Institutional Research
15-16 November 2012, Sydney
19-20 November 2012, Melbourne
This masterclass by leading US practitioner
Vic Borden (also a keynote at the 012 AAIR
Forum) will introduce participants to the related
skill sets for institutional research as
well as to the range of higher education
management functions to which these methods
are constructively applied. It will explore the
foundations of institutional research,
international developments, concepts and
approaches, analytic resources, and common
domains of analysis. Case studies will be used
to illustrate the methods of institutional research
and their application to functions such as
strategic planning, enrolment management,
program evaluation, and the efficiency and
effectiveness of resource utilisation. Best suited
to senior institutional researchers working in
tertiary institutions, ministries or peak bodies.
For more information about the sessions,
program content and Vic Borden, please go to
the LH Martin Institute website here

Symmetry
Stop for 3 mins and look/listen at the best 2011
video on Vimeo
http://vimeo.com/22564317

What’s Your Beef?
When Mark Whittaker, a cow farmer and
journalist, moved to the country for a simpler life,
he did not expect to discover that his cows
would be blamed for their contribution to the
greenhouse effect.
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ockha
msrazor/what27s-your-beef3f/4165970

RESOURCES
Three (Incredibly Simple) Questions The
Most Successful People Use To Change The
World
“Use this formula the next time you feel stuck—
whether you are trying to change your industry,
your company or your personal life.”
The Forbes article is available here.
Effective teaching and support of students
from low socioeconomic status backgrounds
http://www.lowses.edu.au/

DISTRACTIONS
The mathematics of history
What can mathematics say about history?
According to TED Fellow Jean-Baptiste Michel,
quite a lot. From changes to language to the
deadliness of wars, he shows how digitized
history is just starting to reveal deep underlying
patterns.
Watch the short 4min TED talk here
Luis von Ahn: Massive-scale online
collaboration
Just shows what research at universities can do!
A great 16min TED talk which may lead you to
learning a language for free whilst helping
translate the web at the same time.
View it here
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Bully For You
Bully For You is a great edition featuring a panel
with writer and comedian Wendy Harmer, writer
and commentator Benjamin Law and actor and
singer Paul Capsis, giving vivid, poignant and
funny insights into surviving the bullies at school.
The triumph of this panel is that they are all
brilliant at what they do now - but they trace and
share the strategies they all used as kids and
young adults to combat the viciousness of the
playground and beyond.
It’s compelling viewing. They deliver anecdotes
about what it was like to be kids who were
‘different’ to their peers and how they used their
wit, talent and guts to survive. They come
across as great role models for a whole new
generation of kids who are ‘different’ or ‘weird’
and they’re great role models for the parents of
those kids as well.
Fiona Scott Norman is the moderator.
View it here
Just Planting Trees Won’t Stop March of
Deserts
June 16 was the World Day to Combat
Desertification and Drought. There’s a good
article plus a short youtube video trailer of ‘the
Man Who Stopped the Desert’
Article here
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LIGHT RELIEF

AND JUST REMEMBERM

What’s Going on Ian Young?
ANU Vice-Chancellor Ian Young and the staff
cuts to the School of Music was the focus of
ABC Ross Solly's regular satirical song segment
on ABC local radio.
Hear it here

Statistics are no substitute for judgment.

Dilbert and Big Data
http://dilbert.com/strips/comic/2012-07-29/

Henry Clay

AAIR Committee – 2012
President:
Josie Palermo, Lecturer, School of Psychology, Deakin
University

Vice President:
Dave Marr, Research Fellow, Deakin University

AAIR Nominations for
Committee Membership
and JIR Editor Sought
AAIR elects its Committee every two years
and nominations will be invited closer to the
date of the Annual General Meeting at the
AAIR Forum in November, with 2012 being an
election year for the next term.
The Committee comprises the following
electable position of President, Vice-President,
Honorary Treasurer, Honorary Secretary as
Officers and up to four general councillors.
All Members are eligible to nominate.

Treasurer:
Jeff Holmes, Manager, Load Forecasting, QUT

Secretary:
Dean Ward, Manager, Strategic Information Services,
ECU

General Committee members:
Mark Bazzacco, Executive Manager, Performance and
Evaluation, CSIRO
Bruce Guthrie – Policy, Strategy and Stakeholder
Relations Adviser, Graduate Careers Australia
Don Johnston – Institutional Research Officer,
Southern Cross University
Sally Nimon, Deputy Director: Reporting & Analytics,
University of Canberra
Kathie Rabel, Manager, Institutional Analysis,
Victoria University of Wellington
David De Bellis, Flinders University

If you are considering nomination, please feel
free to contact Dean Ward, Honourable
Secretary (d.ward@ecu.edu.au) for further
information.
Also, AAIR is seeking an Editor for our Journal
of Institutional Research and if interested,
please contact the Secretary.

Deadline for submissions to the
October - November 2012 AAIR e-Newsletter
is Monday 15 October 2012. Send items to
editor@aair.org.au
If you’re about to change your contact details
and still want to receive the Newsletter,
please advise info@aair.org.au
To subscribe go to http://aair.org.au/news

Josie Palermo, and Chris Kearns at AAIR SIG 2012
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More fun on the dance floor at SIG 2012
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